Considerable attention has been given recently to techniques for predicting stress and texture from the angular dependence of the velocity of guided ultrasonic modes in plates [1-4). The analysis on which the measurements are interpreted is based on the continuum theory of elasticity. No influence of stress induced dislocation motion on the velocity is considered and plastic deformation only enters the theory through the changes in texture sensitive elastic constants, induced by such processes as grain rotation. This paper presents a set of measurements designed to shed experimental light on the accuracy of this analysis. The continuum theory predicts that, under zero stress, certain relationships will be satisfied by the velocities. In particular, for plates composed of cubic crystallites, the data can be interpreted in terms of a set of orientation distribution coefficients, ODC's, which parameterize the degree of texture or preferred grain orientation [3, 4] . A consequence of the continuum theory is that the ODC's inferred from the So data should be equal to those inferred from the SHo data. Plastic deformation would be expected to change the values of these ODC's, but the data from the two modes should be consistent. It is also well known that the difference in the velocities of SHo modes propagating parallel and perpendicular to the axis of an applied load should be proportional to the stress, with the constant of proportionality being independent of the nonlinear properties of the material or its texture [1, 2] . This paper reports measurements of the velocities of the So and SHo modes propagating at oo, 45 and goo with respect to the rolling direction of thin copper and aluminum plates as a function of load applied along the rolling direction. The data provide a critical test of the predictions of the continuum theory mentioned above.
EXPERIMENT Figure 1 shows the measurement configuration. The velocity was inferred from measurements of the time delay of signals propagated between a pair of EMAT transducers separated by a fixed spacer. Measurements were made at a frequency of approximately 500 kHz to ensure that the wavelength was large with respect to the approximately 1 mm thickness of the plates . In order to induce a variety of dislocation behaviors, the samples were loaded beyond yield, unloaded, reloaded to greater a plastic deformation level, unloaded, with this sequence continuing until failure at the grips occurred.
Two samples cut from adjacent regions of an 1100 Al plate and two from adjacent regions of an ETP Gu plate were studied . On one sample of each set, relative So velocity data were obtained during the loading sequences and on the other, relative SHo velocity data were obtained . During initial loading and unloading, data were taken at 0°, 45o and 90° with the following sequence: change load , measure at oo, measure at 45°, measure at 90°, change load, measure at 90°, measure at 45°, measure at oo, etc. During subsequent sequences, the 45o data were not taken. Because the transducers had to be rotated with some care to avoid errors such as phase shift due to lift-off variations, measurements at each angle took a few minutes to record . Additional absolute velocity data were also obtained on each sample at various times when the sample was dismounted from the load frame.
These particular samples have been studied extensively in the as-received condition [4] . Ultrasonics and x-ray diffraction predictions of the ODGs were found to be consistent, supporting the appropriateness of the continuum theory of elasticity to the initial material state .
DATA
The raw data had considerable complexity for at least two reasons. First, different samples failed at quite different points in the loading sequence. Since failure always occurred at the grips, this was believed to be a consequence of variation in the mounting conditions rather than due to material variations. In aluminum, SHo data were only obtained on LOAD L~D Fig. 1 .
Experimental configuration.
the initial loading cycle for loads up to 0.22% total strain (0.06% plastic strain). The So sample did not fail until a load of 0.32% total strain (0.14% plastic strain) with data being obtained during unloading. In copper, the So sample failed during initial loading at a total strain of 0.17% (0.07% plastic strain). However, the SHo sample did not fail until three loading sequences had been completed, as shown in Fig. 2 . The total final strain of 0.36% included 0.23% plastic strain. Figure 3a presents the SHo mode velocity data during the first loading sequence. These velocities were inferred from the relative arrival times of a particular zero crossing of the received tone burst. Absolute measurements of both the So and SHo mode velocities were also made before this sample was mounted and after the completion of the first loading cycle (after removing the sample from the load frame). The velocity shifts in the unloaded condition inferred from the absolute measurements (denoted by arrows) were not consistent with those inferred from relative measurements of the shift in the zero crossing. Figure 3b presents the velocity of the oo SHo mode during the entire loading sequence as inferred from the relative measurements. As noted above, the sample was unmounted after the first cycle. However, it remained mounted between the second and third cycles. In preparing Fig. 3b , it was assumed that the velocity was the same at the time of remounting the sample and beginning the second loading cycle as it had been at the time of completion of the first loading cycle. The qualitative features of the 90° data were similar to that of the oo data .
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DATA ANALYSIS
The form of the copper SHo data in Fig. 3 was not anticipated. The onset of plastic deformation is evidenced in Fig. 3a by a deviation from the linear relationship between velocity and load. However, the fact that the velocity crossed over the extrapolation of this linear relationship during unloading was not expected and appears contrary to normal ideas of elastic behavior during unloading. Similar behavior was exhibited by the So velocity data in aluminum. Possible explanations are thermal effects, causing a drift in the data, or dislocation effects. Even richer behavior in the SHo data in copper is observed during subsequent loading sequences, as shown in Fig. 3b . Figure 4 tests the continuum theory in copper by comparing the applied stress to the stresses predicted from the SHo data following the algorithm presented in references 1 and 2. Parts (a) through (e) present the results obtained during the successive loading and unloading sequences of the experiment. During initial loading, the continuum theory predictions of stress from the ultrasonic data are in good agreement with the stresses predicted from the applied loads. This was also the case for the measurements on the aluminum sample. During the first unloading sequence, the ultrasonic predictions of stress in copper generally tracked the applied value, but oscillated up and down at successive loads. The behavior became more complex during the subsequent load changes, with the ultrasonic predictions showing increasingly oscillatory behavior, although not as regular, and generally being above the applied value.
From the absolute velocity measurements made initially, after the first unloading, and after final grip failure, it was possible to calculate the ODC's using the algorithms presented in References 3 and 4. The results are presented in Table I . Values for W400 and W440 can be obtained from both the So and SHo measurements, while W420 can only be obtained from So data. There is generally good agreement between the predictions made from the two sets of ultrasonic data.
CONCLUSIONS
The stress predictions in Fig. 4 suggests that some phenomenon, such as dislocation induced shifts in the ultrasonic velocity, is interfering with the predictions of the continuum theory after plastic deformation has occurred. Furthermore, the data show an unexpected oscillatory behavior. However, the ODC predictions presented in Table I show no indication of any such deficiencies of the continuum theory. A speculative interpretation of these seemingly inconsistent findings follows.
As the state of plastic deformation changes, so does the density of dislocations. It has been suggested that the effecti.ve symmetry of the elastic constants will change as a consequence, thereby causing errors in the stress prediction [5] . If that interpretation is correct, the oscillatory character of the deviations between ultrasonic stress predictions and applied stress may be a consequence of a time dependence of the dislocation structure and its contribution to the ultrasonic velocity. Recall that, at one load level, the oo data were obtained first, at the next load level, the 90° data were obtained first, etc. Suppose that defects were diffusing to freshly created dislocations, decreasing their effect on the ultrasonic velocity as a function of time. The velocity difference would depend on which velocity was measured first, and the particular measurement sequence employed would contribute to the observed oscillations in stress prediction. Such time dependent behavior would also explain the lack of evidence of dislocation influence on the ODC measurements. The absolute data on which these were made were taken after the sample had been unmounted, and hence a considerable time after the change in the deformation state. In summary, evidence has been obtained indicating possible dislocation contributions to the prediction of stress and texture from measurements of ultrasonic plate mode velocities. The effects appear to have a strong time dependence. Further experiments, in which the time of data acquisition after load changes is more accurately controlled, are needed to provide greater insights into these phenomena. 
